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been England's opponent since 1756, and now was allied
with Russia: Prussia had remained sullenly aloof from v
England because she felt aggrieved over the Peace of Paris
in 1763: a Russian alliance as a set-off to the Bourbon
Family Compact had for twenty years been the great object
of English Foreign Secretaries, but St. Petersburg had
declined to entertain any offers. France had a somewhat
meaningless and unstable alliance with Austria, but Prussia,
like England, was isolated. European politics were domin- The am-
ated by the crafty and ambitious Czarina Catherine and czarina^* e
her ally, the Emperor Joseph II, equally ambitious, but ^h^e
hampered by his own idealism. Catherine had set her eyes Emperor
on securing part of the Polish territory left intact by the
First Partition, and on greatly increasing her dominions
in the direction of the Black Sea at the expense of Turkey.
Joseph II, Emperor and co-Regent with Maria Theresa
in the Habsburg dominions since 1765, and sole ruler after
her death in 1780, wished to centralise the government of the
hereditary Habsburg territories, and to make his power a
reality there, even if this entailed surrendering his possession
of the distant Netherlands. In his undoubted enlighten-
ment, he designed reforms which were completely misunder-
stood by his more ignorant subjects, who successfully
resented his schemes. England had little to fear from
Russia, though her inability to secure the Czarina's friend-
ship was a source of constant uneasiness, for Russia ruled
the Baltic, sent two-thirds of her exports to England, and
bought from her over three-quarters of her imports.1
England, on the other hand, had good cause for watchfulness
of Joseph II's schemes, for the possession of the Netherlands
by a power strong enough to be independent of France
had become a cardinal point in British policy.
Ever since 1715 the Dutch had had the right of holding Joseph u^
seven fortified towns in the south of the Austrian Nether- Barrier
lands, three-fifths of the garrison being supplied by Austria
and all the expense being met by the Austrian Netherlands.  Scheldt-
Since 1748 these payments had ceased, and the fortresses
were left with inadequate garrisons and in an unsatisfactory
1 Rose, Pin\ part i., p. 590.

